As an academic core unit, the MVLS Shared Research Facilities (SRF), in common with other universities, follows the internationally established guidelines stipulated by journals and the publication houses. We therefore have a publication policy.

1. All publications resulting from the use of SRF equipment hire must acknowledge the specific facility, e.g.

   “The authors gratefully acknowledge the Cellular Analysis Facility for their support & assistance in this work.”

   and cite the use of the specific sample preparation method, and equipment protocol/method in the Materials and Methods section of your publication. Please speak to the appropriate Technical Lead who can provide you with the proper text. The following publication provides an example of how to capture this.

   A conserved metabolic signature associated with response to fast-acting anti-malarial agents

2. Where users have had significant input from a particular member staff or staff have generated additional data personally, this staff member should be acknowledged by name, alongside the facility if applicable, e.g.

   “The authors thank *** of the Integrated Protein Analysis Facility for their support & assistance in this work’

3. Authorship for SRF personnel is appropriate where there has been significant intellectual input:
   a. contributing to conception and design of the experiment.
   b. involving data analysis and interpretation of the data.
   c. arising from the development of novel methods and/or adaptation of protocols.

We appreciate that authorship decisions are generally made at the preparation stage of a manuscript, rather than at the initiation of the work. We would hope that appropriate facility staff members are involved at that stage as they can support you. If our staff have not been involved in the preparation of the manuscript, please send a copy of the draft publication to the facility prior to submission. Facility staff can assist in spotting errors, provide technical wording and support conclusions drawn within their area/s of expertise, as any other contributing scientist would.

Please send a preprint of the paper, or an e-mail including the reference information for the publication, to the SRF and appropriate Technical Lead. We also politely request that you remember to acknowledge use of the Shared Research Facilities in your posters, presentations and cite the facility in grants. Please contact us for appropriate logos for your posters and presentations!

If you are uncertain about co-authorship or have any questions or concerns about this, please discuss this issue with the appropriate Technical Lead.